Players’ tempers peaked after UCSB defeat
Basketball players formed pact;
chose to walk out of practice

Inside the

WALKOUT

By Daniel Vasquez
Daily staff writer
The phone calls came one after the other.
It was Jan. 16, and earlier that evening UC-Santa Barbara had beaten the
Spartans 69-48. SJSU basketball team captain Dietrich Waters was too tired
and frustrated to counsel his teammates about what to do about their coach,
Bill Berry.
But the following day, as they prepared for practice, the players formed a
pact and agreed to take a bold step
desertion.
The Spartan Daily interviewed six of the 10 so-called walk -out players
and Athletic Director Randy Hoffman over the past two weeks. What
emerges through the interviews is a portrait of 10 men who came together for
one brief moment to take a bold stand and grab national headlines.
While the players were showered with attention, though, their efforts
were disintegrating amid a mix of player apathy, fear and disparate goals.
Seniors Steve Haney, Anthony Perry, Rodney Scott, Dietrich Waters,
George Williams, sophomores Sean Davis. Tony Farmer, Angelo Foccia,
and freshmen Damon Greer and David Hollaway took the stand.
They have a lot in common.
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Besides being athletes and college students, most had played against each
other on high school teams or in other leagues before coming to SJSU. If not
friends, most had already acquired a respect for each other on the court before individually signing letters of intent to SJSU.
They would soon have more in common.

The walkout: a special report

Although they had a night to cool off after the UC-Santa Barbara loss, the
players were still upset when they met in the locker room for their normal
2:30 p.m. practice. Before long, everyone agreed that something had to be
done. Immediately.
At one point, someone suggested leaving practice. The players won’t say
See page 6
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Basketball recruiting future
remains bright despite walkout
By Daniel Vasquez
Daily staff writer
The future of the SJSU men’s basketball team is as bright as can be expected.
SJSU had to replace 10 players who boycotted the team Jan. 18. The
boycott has all but ended.
Three of the players who left the team have agreed to come back Angelo Foccia, David Hollaway and Tony Fanner.
The NCAA found the players in violation of bylaws and held them responsible for $40 each in tines.
The bylaws forbid athletes from receiving benefits not available to the
general student body such as legal services and free entertainment the
players allegedly received from tort attorney Melvin Belli.
Foccia has paid his fine, said SJSU Athletic Director Randy Hoffman.
Hollaway and Farmer are expected to pay soon, he said.
The team has signed three letters of intent for next year. They are Robert
Dunlap. a 7 -foot high school center from Texas; Andre Brooks, a 6-2 guard
from San Jose City College, and Jeff Novitsky, a 6-7 forward from Skyline
College in San Bruno.
Current players eligible to return are guards Duane Broussard and Tom
Desiano. Broussard sat out this season because of back problems and Desiano went from being seldom used before the boycott to a starting position
after.
Hoffman does not expect the boycott to affect recruiting, which ends in
mid -April.
Berry’s contract ends this year and is up for review. His overall record as
a coach is 142 wins and 136 losses.
Only two more boycotters could still be eligible for next year freshman guard Damon Greer and sophomore guard Sean Davis.
Greer was expected to play most of this season before he cut his season in
half with the walkout.
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Assemblyman aids A.S. in Rec Center disputes
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos
joined forces with Associated Students in seeking an end to student
union fee increases.
Vasconcellos will send a letter and
a list of questions to the California
State University chancellor regarding management of the Rec Center.
cost overruns and rising student
union fees, said David Hawkins,
legislative director for the California
State Students Association. The assemblyman hopes his inquiries into
these matters will help resolve longheld student concerns, Hawkins said
Tuesday.

above the amount approved by stuplace, said SJSU President Gail Fuldents in the 1984 referendum autholerton at a Feb. 7 press conference.
rizing Rec Center construction,
However, Vasconcellos remembered voting for an absolute cap of Hawkins said.
The officers also requested justifi$40 per student per year on student
cation for university officials’ failure
union fees, Kirmsse said.
"We’re pleased to see that our to notify students of the cap on student union fees.
representative. John Vasconcellos,
has taken an interest in some of
They also seek an explanation for
fees is necessary to cover bonding SJSU’s problems. which include stu- changes made to the original design
indebtedness resulting from Rec dents paying for $10 million of mis- approved by the students. For examCenter construction, according to a management." McCarthy said.
ple, a planned child care center was
Now that the questions are being excluded and the amount of arena
November letter she sent to assemour
out
of
blymen.
sent "the ball is now
seating was reduced.
The fees currently are set at $65 court," he said.
In addition, the students are again
Two of the questions require fur- asking why they were refused access
per semester.
The $40 cap only applies to those ther explanation for raising the fees to a $100,000 legal fund established
campuses without bonding acts in above the education code ceiling and
See REC. back page

Students raise questions about fees, overruns;
Vasconcellos demands answers from chancellor
Hawkins, A.S. President Terry
McCarthy and Leigh Kirmsse, director of California State Affairs, first
approached the assemblyman Jan.
24. They presented complaints about
student union fees raised above the
$40 per-year cap stipulated in the education code and about the lack of
student involvement in development

of the Rec Center.
Vasconcellos reacted with "great
concern about student union fees and
cost overruns on the building itself,"
said Pamela Spratlen, senior consultant to the Assembly Ways and
Means Committee.
CSU Chancellor Ann Reynolds
contends that repeatedly raising the

Heated debate

SUBOD lowers student user fee Ido...

By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer
The cost of allowing student
groups to use the Rec Center’s main
arena provoked heated debate at
Tuesday’s Student Union Board of
Directors meeting.
The board decided that student organizations recognized by the university will pay 5 percent of gross
ticket sales, or $750, whichever is
higher, to use the main arena.
Off-campus organizations will
pay 10 percent of gross ticket sales,
or $2,000.
Originally, the fee for student
groups such as fraternities or clubs to
schedule dances and other activites
in the arena was $1,000. or 10 percent of ticket sales. This is the same
fee charged Intercollegiate Athletics.
Several board members said

lose money. Student fees would
eventually be raised anyway to cover
expenses
"We’re talking atsout the principle here,- said Associated Students Controller Mark Murillo, who
changed the figure to $75)) from the
original $1,(XX). "This amounts to
double -taxing the students. I’d like
to see the student organizations,
which have paid and built the building, have greater access than those
who didn’t. "
A.S. Controller
A.S. President Terry McCarthy
also opposed the $1,000 figure. but
charging students the same amount agreed that some fee must be
as non -student groups to use the charged to all groups.
arena was unfair because student
"Students built this facility and
funds built the facility.
have been paying for it for several
However, other board members years. They should get a break," he
said if students had unlimited access said. "It was built purely by student
to the arena, the Rec Center would
See FEES, bark page

’This amounts to
double-taxing. I’d
like student
organizations to
have greater
access.’ Mark Murillo

Supervisors ban assault rifles
in unincorporated, rural areas
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
In a move supporters say will
make the county a safer place to live,
the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors Tuesday banned assault rifles in all unincorporated areas.
"There is no need for people to
have weapons of war in a civilian society," said Supervisor Zoe Lofgren
in an interview Wednesday.
About 200,000 people live in
unincorporated parts of the county.
which include rural ranches in the
eastern foothills, the urban Burbank
area just west of downtown and the
suburb of Cambrian Park near Los
Gatos.
The neighborhoods around SJSU
are in the city of San Jose and are not
included in the law.
The county ban follows in the

The County
Ordinance:
se bans assault-style weapons in all
unincorporated parts of Santa Clara County
se. bans the safe of assault rifles in County
unincorporated areas including gun shows
at the S ta Cla County airgrood
wake of the fatal shootings in a
Stockton schoolyard.
The ordinance was passed unanimously by the five -member board
despite objections by rifle owners,
who believe it is their constitutional
right to own such weapons.

The ban covers semiautomatic rifles with magazines that hold more
than five bullets and semiautomatic
shotguns with magazines that hold
more than six shells.
The law also outlaws sales of as See BAN, back page

Bride Diana Rodriguez, a junior majoring in psychology, prepares for her Valentine’s Day wed.

helley
Daily staff photographer
ding at the Spartan Memorial chapel to Ralph
Willis, a salesman at a local jewelry store.
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Letters to the Editor
Bending under pressure
Editor,
I don’t believe it. After reading what the three
basketball players intend to do to rejoin the team, I
thought it was a total sellout from what they
originally didgoing as far as to stage a walkout
and then pay to come back to the program.
Tommie Smith and John Carlos you ain’t.
Why did you guys sell out? Can you face the
remaining players who walked out? All this hoopla
about your rights and being treated fairly isn’t such
a big deal after all. You people made a statement
throughout the NCAA that the athlete is the
NCAA, and one day the athlete will stand up and
say enough of your sanctions and probations.
Instead, you three sold out to every athlete who
had a cause, by giving in to the man, the
institution, the establishment pig; you let them
know that they are still in control What are you
really going back to? Don’t you people understand
that by walking out you gave the baskeZball
program its death blow? Now you want to pay to
play; you’re just ripping yourselves off.
To the remaining players, stay strong and don’t
back down from your commitment more power
to you.
Joe Salazar
Senior
Human Performance

A quest for the truth
Editor,
A few days ago you ran a story about the
controversy over fees for parking on this campus.
You quoted representatives of the students as
saying they agreed with the chancellor’s office that
the C.F.A. (on behalf of the faculty) was wrong in
claiming that there was a surplus in the fund for
building new parking facilities, and that therefore
the recent enormous increase in the cost of parking
at SJ.S.U. was unjustified.
I am wondering, how can these representatives
of the students possibly know, one way or the
other, whether such a surplus actually exists? The
existence or non-existence of such a surplus is, in
the first place, not a matter of opinion but a matter
of fact; and in the second place it is not a matter of
public knowledge but a matter to be discovered by
a fact-finding board.
As I understand it, the C.F.A. has initiated a
process whereby the existence or non-existence of
this alleged surplus will be discovered and made a
matter of public knowledge: an impartial factfinding board is at this very moment looking into
the matter. If this board decides that there is in fact
such a surplus, the C.F.A. will fight for a rollback
of parking fees for everyone on all the
campusesstudents and staff as well as faculty. If,
on the other hand, this board decides there is no
such surplus, everyone on all the campuses will
have to pay the enormous new fee that the
chancellor’s office wants to impose.
The students on this campus should not be
unhappy that the C.F.A. is trying to prove that this
increase is not necessary. If the C.F.A. obtains the
decision from the fact-finding board that it is
expecting, the students will find their future
parking fees lowered substantially.
Dennis Chaldecott
Professor of English
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Too many risks in growing up
I grew up in the town of Santa
Clara, right next door to San Jose.
When I was a little girl, I walked to
the store with my friends. We often
took biking trips to Vasona park in
Los Gatos, and we played hide-andseek until 10 p.m. in the summer.
I fondly recall those innocent,
carefree times, but it makes me
wonder. When I have children, will
I allow them these same freedoms?
Children need to explore the world
in order to learn and grow. But it
has become so frighteningly
dangerous for them out there.
All around us children are
simply vanishing without a trace. I
want to know who is taking them
and why. Why are people able to
steal children so easily? What
makes them so accessible?
I’ve heard parents say, "You have
to teach them to be careful without
making them paranoid."
Some of the most wonderful
qualities of the children I know are
their innocence, their way of
looking at the world so directly, and
their open, friendly natures.
But it seems that these beautiful
qualities arc also the ones that make

ILA
Lisa Elmore
them prey to the social mutants who
maliciously tear them away from
the safe, loving environment they
have known all of their lives.
This problem should be
approached from two angles.
The first step is making children
less vulnerable. We must teach
them how to defend themselves as
early as possible. As much as we
hate to scare them, we have to let
them know there are people out
there who can hurt them. They
need to know that no matter how
nice the person is, they simply
cannot trust a stranger. They need

to know that no matter how much of
an authority figure someone is, they
don’t have to do what he says if they
think it is wrong. And they need to
know there is safety in numbers.
As adults, we must protect
children, all children. If we see
something that doesn’t look right,
we shouldn’t just look the other
way. We should ask the child if
everything is all right, or we should
find someone, perhaps a police
officer, who can assess the situation.
Sometimes just stopping to ask
what is going on can save a child
from trouble. I did this once when I
saw a man in a car harassing a
young girl at a bus stop. When he
saw me, he drove away.
Also, we need to find out what
malfunction in society produces a
person who can commit the heinous
crime of stealing a child. We need
to find ways to prevent people from
turning out like this. And we need
to counsel those who are to keep
them from damaging so.many
people’s lives.
This, of course, could take years
of study and many resources. But
aren’t our children worth it?

Got more to say than a letter will allow?
The Spartan Daily invites students, staff, faculty and the surrounding community to
make their concerns and interests known through the Campus Voice.
All subjects will be considered, especially those immediately related to SJSU.
Any people or places on campus you want readers to know about?
National or international issues you feel strongly about?
The Campus Voice is your chance to be heard on the Forum pagewrite now.
Typewritten or computer copy is preferred (two to three pages), and all disks will be returned.
Contact Leah Pels, Forum editor, for further information and examples at 924-3280.

Teams didn’t deserve the ax
Editor,
I commend the Associated Students on their
withholding of funds for the minor sports. It is a
shame when funds are cut. But what about whole
sports? Is it more of a crime to withhold travel
money or release athletes?
In a recent article, Dan Buerger, Gail Fullerton’s
assistant, stated that "...there’s some kind of
victimization going on" and that "...the athletes
were being held hostage." Well, if these are
hostages then the four discontinued minor sports
were terrorist victims. Being one who has
guillotine of SJSU
experienced the
administration’s homicidal tendency toward minor
sports, I can relate to the athletes’ plight. However,
is it that important to set principles aside in search
of travel money?
For the sports that were cut, road travel was
commonplace; the athletes were expected to keep
pace in their classes. That was a given. For the
claim to be made that "programs will suffer" is
absurd in comparison to the programs cut. Where
was this uproar when the 100 or so athletes were
sent packing?
SJSU women’s volleball coach, Dick
Montgomery, asked whether he should walk after
10 years because the A.S. doesn’t care. Well,
Coach Montgomery, it’s the administration that (in
your own words) doesn’t give a rat’s rear. If the
surviving minor sports had shown more uniform
support for their deceased brethren this
withholding of funds would never have occurred.
These athletes must recognize the Snidely
Whiplash (the Administration) and the Dudley Doright (A.S.) and pursue the villain, not the hero.
The A.S.’s position in this matter must be
supported or the terrorism will continue.
Michael DeGeorge
Ex -wrestler

Campus Voice
Mark Clifton is a senior studying public
administration at SJSU.
Fcbruary is a festive time in America as it
celebrates the contributions made by
African-American citizens to the nation and
the world. During this month, we see the
documentaries and view in awe as images of
segregation appear on screen. We sec the film
footage of Dr. King standing at the Lincoln
Monument telling the nation of his dream about
"the sons of former slaves, and the sons of former
slave owners can sit down together at the table of
brotherhood." We see former Governor George
Wallace standing outside the law and declaring,
"Segregation yesterday, segregation today, and
segregation tomorrow." These images and many
others are indelibly imprinted upon the intellect of
American minds.
Though these images are a great reminder of
the past, we must begin to view the present
through the eyes of intellectual intrigue, lest
welike Lot’s wifesuffer from looking back.
There comes a time when the present must be
analyzed. To proudly sit upon the fence of history
and talk about how we got over keeps us from
present realities.
I admire greatly the sacrifices and struggles our
forefathers endured. Many dedicated men and
women died carrying the cross of freedom; they
shed their blood so that I might inherit eternal
opportunities. I appreciate the mothers who had to
rise early in the morning to go across town and
raise others’ children, while hers had to wait until
the evening to receive her care.
I appreciate the many fathers who were stripped
of their dignity and not allowed to earn decent and
fair wages while practicing their trades. I
appreciate the many preachers who were bold
enough to speak out against an unjust system and
planted themselves deep in the trenches of protest.
The past is fixed and unchanging. It’s like a tree
planted by the banks of eternity firmly cemented in
time. Nothing we say or do can alter what history
has inscribed on its scrolls. Therefore, I would like
to discuss the present.
a people, we have a long way to go before
Aswe can be content. It would be a tragic
mistake to think that because a small
percentage of us have degrees and have become
Buppies (black urban professionals) that we have
it made. We are still the last hired and the first
fired. We are still underpaid, overworked and
definitely overlooked. We are seen as unpatriotic,
intellectually inferior, and rabble rouscrs. But to
stand on the sidelines of analysis and point the
finger at society for its built-in racism would be
partial. To be fair, we must also look at ourselves
as part of the problem that plagues us. I propose
we use the microscope of objectivity and be bold
enough to say what we see.
Black athletes have sold out the "Dream" by
using their riches to consume the poison of drugs.
Certainly not all athletes, but a growing number of
them carelessly waste their money. It would be
nice to hear of more people like Joe Morgan. who
sponsors Little League baseball teams; or Dave
Stewart, who spends several hours of his free time
visiting various community projects. Instead, we
hear of players being suspended for freebasing
their brains away. The money they are smoking
away could be used to build libraries or to sponsor
cub scout troops. Some could be used as
scholarship money for underprivileged students
who show academic potential. Perhaps Black
athletes could donate a computer facility. Wishful
thinking? No, just proposing a change in the
spending habits of reckless athletes worshipping at
the altar of the pipe.
do we see driving through urban areas?
What
We see young men, gifted and black. Many
of them have given up hope and lost the
faith. They call you "Soul brother" in the day, and
at night they haul your television away to support
their habits. Many of them are prominent pushers
and useless users of dope. They must come to
realize that life means more than having a beeper
on their hip, a Mr. T chain on their neck, and a
name brand on their butt. Life is helping an old
lady up the steps; life is tutoring a child in his or
her books; life is service you give to others.
Our families are not as strong as they once
were. Now it’s the norm for the woman to be the
father, mother, provider and everything else.
Maybe it is true that the "hand that rocks the cradle
also rules the world." Black men, we can’t be
content to make babies and push them onto the
state. We’ve got to take on our manly
responsibility and raise that baby. Manhood isn’t
measured by the hip down, but by the waist up.
But every coin has two sides. Sisters, you’ve got
to exercise prudent judgment. If you know your
boyfriend isn’t working or going to school trying
to better himself, then you’ve got to close the gates
of excitement or station strong protective guards at
the gate.
I’ve highlighted a few of the pressing concerns
our generation is confronted with. We must light
the torch of intrigue and curiosity to reverse these
trends. We must be bold and unwavering in our
academic pursuits to better equip us to deliver our
people from the ills that hinder our progress. I
know it’s hard to matriculate, and the odds are
against you. Just the other day, someone close to
me said, "Just because you are going to get a
degree doesn’t mean you arc going to make it.
There are many people with degrees roaming
around out there." As I pondered within how to
respond to this person, the thought came to mind
that there are more people wandering around
without degrees than with them. As SJSU AfroAmerican Department Chair Steve Millner said,
"Having a degree doesn’t guarantee you anything,
but not having one guarantees you a whole lot."
Keep studying. Hold out your chest and
continue the fight to lift our people from the yoke
of intellectual, spiritual and economic deprivation.
Afro-American History Month is a great time,
but let us not only look back. Look at the present
to better help us chart the waters of future
progress.
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Dead Milkmen to deliver
’butt music’ to San Jose
By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer

’I don’t think we’re any different from
your typical garage band. Or garbage
band if you want to add a letter’

The Dead Milkmen are four
Philadelphia guys who sing songs
about life in the 80’s and get a lot
of airplay on college radio
stations.
Examples of subject matter on
the band’s latest album,
"Beelzebubba," include the truth
behind
John
Lennon’s
assassination (Ringo did it),
public television’s obsession with
volcanos, and a touching analysis
of James Brown’s marital strife.
But if you’re planning on
checking out the band’s show
tonight at San Jose’s Cactus Club
on First Street, you better bring a
rain coat - even if it’s not wet
outside.
"Our stageshow is a little
different because we like to dump
buckets of urine on the audience,"
says
lead singer Rodney
Anonymous.
The Dead Milkmen have been
called everything from gross and
immature to masters of satirical
wit in their five years of
recording. But as Anonymous
says, there’s only one term that
accurately describes the group’s
music.
"We play butt music.
Everybody always wants me to
explain it a little more but I can’t.
It’s butt music. It’s subversive, it’s
sick and I like to think of it as a
catharsis, a way to release all the
pent-up hostilities everybody
feels in this wonderful country of
ours.

- Rodney Anonymous
Lead singer
"I don’t think we’re any
different from your typical garage
band. Or garbage band if you
want add a letter."
"Beelzebubba" is receiving
more attention than any previous
Milkman album, both in sales and
airplay. But that isn’t necessarily
good news, according to
Anonymous.
"I like the idea of more people
hearing our music," he says. "But
I don’t get real excited when they
say we’re getting more radio play.
When I hear it, I think, ’Oh boy,
us and .38 Special.’"
The musical preferences of the
band’s members - Anonymous,
guitarist Joe Talcum, bassist Dave
Blood and drummer Dean Clean
-are spread over the entire
music spectrum. For example,
Anonymous says two of his
favorites are the Butthole Surfers,
a neo-punk band in the early 80s,
and Ray Charles.
But Anonymous says there’s
really only one thing that has
influenced him.
"I watch an awful lot of TV.

Really bad TV," he said. "
’Portrait of a Teenage Runaway’;
weird nature shows like ’Life of a
Sea Urchin’. Actually, my life
really isn’t much different from a
typical Sea Urchin."
While admitting the band has
improved in its five years of
existence, Anonymous said it’s
not going commercial in the near
future.
"We’ve gotten better, but we’ve
stayed the same," he says. "I don ,
think we’ve lost any of our edge. I
wake up in a cold sweat
sometimes thinking that we’re
finally in the mainstream, but I
don’t think we’re ever going to get
caught in the awards and all that
crap."
Actually, I have a plaque on my
wall that reminds me of how
stupid it really is. We were up for
best band in Philadelphia last
year, but we lost to Cinderella.
You can’t be much worse than
that."
Because Anonymous has
carved a niche as one of college
radio’s most irreverent social

The Dead Milkmen will perform their own brand of rock n’ roll at San Jose’s Cactus Club tonight at 8:30 p.m.

commentators, its only natural
that he would comment on two of
his more mainstream peers, Bob
Dylan and Bruce Springsteen.
"I think every person is born
with a limited number of ideas,"
he said. "Bob used his up a long
time ago.
"I like to get out on stage and
talk to the audience instead of just
standing around when a (guitar)
string breaks or something, (but)
it’s not like Springsteen who has
the same spontaneous talk every
night."
The band’s name doesn’t have
significance,
any
deep

Anonymous says.
"Back when the band first
started up everybody was dead
something. The Dead Boys. The
Dead Kennedy’s. Dead Milkmen
was a natural. We were going to
call ourselves Husker Du but
.lobody besides myself had ever
seen the commercial...Actually,
some of the guys in the
(Milkmen) don’t even know what
yellow is. They’ve led really
sheltered lives."
Anonymous said he does have a
couple of movie scripts in mind
but hasn’t found much interest.
"I have one in mind that’s set on

the East Coast somewhere where
its warm but always foggy, so
there’s no TV reception. All the
liberals want their kids to grow up
there since there’s no TV, but
somebody sets up a radio station
off the coast.
"This guy plays one tune for
seven hours straight, and always
programs one hour of hate, where
he opens up the dictionary and
picks out a word like Zebra and
preaches against it.
"Actually, a few of the songs oft
the new album came from that
storyline, like the ’Bleach Boys’
and ’Ringo Buys a Rifle’.

Tenth Street. For more information
call 298-0204.

7:30

SpartaGuide
IODAY
Catholic Newman Community:
Daily lenten mass, 5:30 p.m., Tenth
and San Carlos Streets. For more information call 298-0204.
Alpha Phi Omega: Meeting, 7
p.m., S.U. Montalvo Room. For
more information call 795-6081.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance:
Guest speaker on substance abuse,
4:30 p.m., S.U. Umunhum Room.
For more information call 236-2002.
Women’s Basketball: Versus
Hawaii, 7:30 p.m., Spartan Complex Room 89. For more information
call 924-1446.
Financial Management Association: Professional development,
5p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room. For
more information call 270-1967.
B/PAA: Chapter meeting, 5:30
p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room. For
more information call 295-6010.
Math and Computer Science
Club: Speaker Paul Fjelsted, 12:30
p.m., MacQuarrie Hall Room 422.
For more information call 924-5088.
Physics Department: Speaker
Stanley Flatte, 1:30 p.m., Science
Building Room 251. For more information call 924-5261.
Math and Computer Science
Club: Meeting, 12:30 p.m.. MacQuarrie Hall Room 422. For more
information call 924-8723 or 9245144.
Catholic Newman Community:
Lent Spirituality series, Soup and social at 6:30 p.m., Discussion 7:15
p.m., 10th and San Carlos streets.
For information call 298-0204.
Alpha Eta Rho: Meeting, 7:30
Department
Aeronautics
p.m.,
Room 109. For more information
call 286-3161.
Korean Christian Fellowship:
Weekly bible study, 4 p.m., S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For more information call 297-0783.
IiIDAY

Marketing Club: Brown Bag
Seminar. 11:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room. For more information
call 924-3519.
Marketing Club: New member
welcome party, 6 p.m., Round
Table Pizza (Saratoga and Moorpark
Avenues). For more information call
733-1936.
SJSU Folk Dance Club: International Folk Dance class, 8 p.m..
Spartan Complex Room 89. For
more information call 293-1302.
Fantasy and Strategy Club: 1Shirts available. For more information call 377-5349.
Fantasy and Strategy Club:
Three-day trip to DunDraCon, noon.
Oakland Airport Hyatt. For more information call 377-5349.
I.E.E.E.: Guest speaker from
Intel, 12:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room. For more information call
415-490-2875.
Germania Club: Meeting, 6:30
p.m., 499 South Fifth Street. For
more information call 295-5249 or
279-3258.
KSJS: Meeting, 5:30 p.m., Hugh
Gillis Hall Room 118. For more information call 924-KSJS.
Chicano Commencement Committee: Commencement kickoff celebration. 3 p.m.. Wahlquist Library
Centralrooftop. For more information call 924-2575.
Campus Ministry Center: Taize:"Prayer Across the Cross," 7:30
p.m., 300 South Tenth Street. for
more information call 298-0204.
Spartan Tennis Club: Weekly
tennis lessons, 2:30 p.m.. In front of
Joe West Hall. For more information
call 293-2451.
Delta Sigma Pi: Pizza night, 7
p.m., Round Table Pizza (Saratoga
and Moorpark Avenues). For more
information call 730-1605.
SUNDAY
Newman Center: Mass, 6:30 and
8 p.m., 300 South Tenth Street. For
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more information call 298-0204.
Marketing Club: Strategies t1.
Lutheran Campus Ministry: your job search, 3:30 p.m., S.U.
Worship, 10 p.m., 300 South Tenth Costanoan Room. For more inforStreet. For more information call mation call 733-1936.
298-0204.
Campus Crusade for Christ:
Here’s life, 7:15 p.m., S.U. Council
MONDAY
Chambers. For more information
SJSU Film Production Club: call 294-4249.
Meeting, 2 p.m., Hugh Gillis Hall
Christian
American
Asian
Room 222. For more information
Fellowship: Meeting, 7 p.m., S
call 924-4571.
Almaden Room.
A.S. InterCultural Steering
Committee: Meeting, 3 p.m., S.U. WEDNESDAY
Montalvo Room. For more informaCenter:
Ministry
Campus
tion call 292-3197.
Lenten Spirituality series, 12:30
p.m.. Jonah’s Wail - 3(X) South
TUESDAY

The Forerunners: Bible study,
p lii., S.U. Almaden Room.
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Inside the walkout: A Spartan Daily special report

Season of promise turns into long nightmare for Berry
By Rob Lyon
boycott the rest of the year unless
Daily staff writer
Berry was fired. And now, Berry
It started as .1 relatively quiet sea- finds himself with a new team and in
for SJS1. basketball Coach Bill the midst of his worst season in 10
Berry.
years at SJSU.
With eight returning players from
And when his contract expires at
last year’s 14-15 team. the Spartans the end of this season, it could be his
showed great promise. There were last.
hopes for a winning season.
Before the season, though, there
But seven games into the team’s was a quieter period in Berry’s life
Big West Conference schedule, ev- when it would have been impossible
erything went wrong.
to count his accomplishments on two
First, there was a five -game losing hands.
streak. Then. 10 of Berry’s players
In his first nine years as SJSU’s
announced
Athletic Director head coach. Berry compiled a 137Randy Hottimin that they would 121 record, the second winningest

mark in school history. In 1980, he
led his first Spartan team to the conference championship and an NCAA
tournament berth. The league championship was SJSU’s first in 31
years.
That same year, he was honored
as "PCAA Co-Coach of the Year."
The following year, his team compiled a 21-9 rccord, which put SJSU
in the National Invitational Tournament for the first time.
These are the first things that
come to Berry’s mind when he
thinks back on his tenure at SJSU.
The good old days.

Joe Watson- Special to the Daily
Coach Bill Berry. center, discusses strategy with the "new" Spartans during close loss

"Those are the things that stick
with you," Berry said. "Just coaching some great young men has been
very, very gratifying. It’s been a
very good program under the circumstances and I think it’s got a
bright future."
Through his years at SJSU. Berry
has been labeled a disciplinarian, a
tough coach to play for, and most recently, "verbally abusive," by the
10 players who participated in the
walkout. They also claimed that
Berry was too negative in his criticism, mentally cruel, and took the
fun out of playing basketball.
At the time of the boycott. Berry
diffused these charges, saying he
didn’t think he was being that hard
on his players. Instead, he said he
considered himself to be a teacher.
and that he believed strongly in a
good education for his athletes.
Berry has been known to keep athletes on scholarship for five years,
using up extra money in the program’s budget, to help his athletes
finish their formal educations.
"I think if they’re here to be student athletes, then we have a responsibility to see that they finish their
educations." Berry said. "I feel a
moral obligation to get that done."
Before coming to SJSU, Berry
had a successful stint as an assistant
coach at Michigan State University.
Berry spent two years there under
Head Coach Jud Heathcote. During
those years, 1977-79, MSU captured
a Big 10 title and a national championship.
Berry’s coaching style and abilities were never questioned at MSU.
"I interviewed six guys for (the
assistant coaching) job and the assistant coaches interviewed them.
too," Heathcote said. ’Bill Berry
was heads and tails above the rest."
Berry was praised when he took
over the top assistant job at MSU

Basketball brethren defend Berry’s tactics;
call him shrewd recruiter, capable coach
By Rob Lyon
Daily staff writer
Coaches who know SJSU basketball coach Bill Berry personally and
have seen him coach said they can’t
understand sshs 10 players would
walk out on him.
Instead, the three Big West Conference basketball coaches say the
10 boycotting players failed to fulfill
their commitment to SJSU’s basketball program. the coaches said.
"I think Bill is not a good coach,
he’s an outstanding coach," UCSanta Barbara basketball coach Jerry
Pimm said. "Those kids made an
unbelievable mistake
"I felt sorry for him (Berry) when
it happened. and I felt sorry for the
kids, too It’s a lose -lose situation."
University of the Pacific basketball Coach Bob Thomason said he
thought Berry has always done a
"great job."
"His teams play very hard and
very disciplined, and they always
play up to their capabilities." he
said. "And it sounds like they’re
playing pretty ’sell rieht nov,.. too

’He’s a very
compassionate
man’
Jerry Pimm
UCSB basketball coach
To get (new) players to play at that
caliber is pretty good."
Thomason also believes the boycotters were wrong to walk out.
"It’s a shame people felt they
didn’t need to fulfill their commitments and finish the season," he
said.
When Pimm heard that the boycotters said Berry was verbally abusive, he said. "It’s part of our job.
"Sometimes all of us coaches get a
little verbally abusive. But we’re trying to make the guys do better,"
Pimm continued.
"When they (the boycotters) came
there. they knew how Berry was and

that he was hard on himself and his
players. (To boycott) shows a complete lack of character on their part."
he said.
Most coaches will yell and scream
at their players, according to Pimm,
but Berry wasn’t like that all the
time.
"He’s a very compassionate
man," Pimm said. "I’ve seen him
congratulate players, too."
Berry is considered by the other
coaches to be a shrewd recruiter
when it comes to adding new talent
to his teams.
"He’s tough," Pimm said. "We’ve
beat him out of a couple of kids, but
he’s beaten us. Basically, it’s because he’s honest and he tells them
how it’s going to he."
The athletes who have been playing since the boycott surprised many
Big West coaches because they
played well without much time together.
Pimm saw the new Spartans for
the first time when UCSB beat SJSU
70-49 last Friday.
"I think the team is playing as

good as they can play." Pimm said.
"I was impressed with the team he’s
put on the court."
Long Beach State men’s basketball Coach Joe Harrington was also
impressed when the Spartans almost
upset the 49ers in a 58-54 loss Feb.
4.
"First of all. I thought his team
was one of the best-prepared teams
we played all year. especially since
they’ve only been together two
weeks," he said. "We had to do everything we could just to get out of
there with a win."
Harrington was also sympathetic
to the position Berry is in.
"I wouldn’t wish that situation on
any coach," he said. "But I think
Bill’s record speaks for itself. He’s a
fair-minded man and he’ll overcome
any adversity."

during the 1979 national championship season. That team featured future National Basketball Association
players Earvin "Magic" Johnson,
Greg Keiser and Jay Vincent.
"Bill took over as the number one
assistant and did a great job," Heathcote said. "You couldn’t ask for a
better job from Bill when he was
here. He is one of the class guys in
our profession."
When word of a player boycott

at it and say ’Man, this ain’t easy,
this is tough.’ " Murrey said. "But
when you look back in retrospect,
you think about what a great experience it was. You learn afterwards
that you’ve got what it takes to make
it through life."
And some of Berry’s replacement
team members respect him as a
coach as well.
"Everybody’s always known that
he’s a hard coach," said replace -

’I interviewed six guys for (the assistant
coaching) job and the assistant coaches
interviewed them, too. Bill Berry was
heads and tails above the rest.’
Jud Heathcote
Head basketball Coach Michigan State
and shaky player relations reached
East Lansing, Michigan, Berry’s
former players and peers expressed
disbelief.
"He had a great rapport with all of
our kids," Heathcote said. "I’m
dumbfounded about this situation. I
think he’s a great coach."
Keiser, who played for MSU and
spent six years in the NBA, also
thought Berry was good coach. He
said Berry’s relationship with the
players at MSU was "fine."
"Everybody liked Bill Berry."
Keiser said. "We didn’t always
agree on everything, but we always
got along. He had a lot of patience,
but he didn’t appreciate the same
mistakes being made over and over
like you’re not listening to him."
Former Spartan Doug Murrey.
who played basketball at SJSU from
1979-81, said Berry was a tough
coach, but off the court he was a person you could talk to. On the court,
he was all business.
"When you’re a player, you look

ment player Craig McPherson, who
played for Santa Clara University in
1986-87. "But I know a lot of (his)
old players and they’ve turned out
pretty good. I’ve had a lot of coaches
through the yeais. Only one of them
never really yelled at us."
Berry said his relationship with
his players has been good and he frequently keeps in touch with them.
"We speak to each other and try
to stay in contact,’ ’ he said.
Those players Berry still keeps in
touch with include Magic Johnson,
who he tries to visit whenever he’s in
Los Angeles. Johnson gave a peptalk to Berry’s team prior to the 1987
PCAA championship game against
See NIGHTMARE, page 7
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The walkout: players conspire to create wall of silence
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At least three sub-groups emerge from the players’ boycott of Coach Berry
By Daniel Vasquez
Daily staff writer
Angelo Foccia paid his $40 fine
Monday and added one more brick
to the wall of silence.
Foccia, like the other 10 SJSU
men’s basketball players who boycotted the team Jan. 18, never made
specific allegations against Coach
Bill Berry. Foccia only said that
. Berry mentally abused the team.
Former boycotters David Hollaway and Tony Farmer have also agreed to pay $40
their share of
$400 in restitution payments to the
NCAA. The association ruled Feb.
12 that the players had violated
NCAA bylaws.
The association holds each of the
10 players who boycotted the basketball team responsible for one -tenth
of the bill, or $40 each for receiving
extra benefits from tort attorney
Melvin Belli.
With each payment, the chances
of any player revealing specific details concerning the boycott diminish.
The Spartan Daily has assembled
a profile of four of the 10 players
who joined the boycott. From the
profiles emerges the creation of three
boycott subgroups: those who will
return, those who won’t and those
that might. What also emerges is at
least three different subgroups of
boycotters who were the bricklayers
of a wall of silence.
During the boycott, a subgroup of
five seniors formed. Their intentions
were to protect the younger players.
These men accepted the fact their
college basketball careers were over,
but helped to save the careers of the
underclassmen who joined the walkout.
Senior Dietrich Ramon Waters

looks every inch a basketball player.
His 6-foot-8 inch frame, shaved
head and boyish good looks might
intimidate those who don’t know
him. He said not many do.
"I have a gift to write and sing
music," Waters said.
"A lot of people don’t know
that."
The former team captain, who re-

organized the fateful locker room
meeting which eventually led to the
boycott. It’s Berry’s coaching techniques that the players protested, he
said.
"When you coach, you shouldn’t
have to yell all the time," said Waters, who aspires to become a coach
himself after completing his studies
in sociology at SJSU.

’You should develop a special
relationship with the players. You should
be able to put your team on the court and
let them play’
Dietrich Waters
Boycotting player
turned as the leading rebounder in
the Big West Conference this season, grew up in east Oakland playing
ball.
"My mother wanted to keep me
away from drugs so she had me play
sports," Waters said, "I’ve played
hoops since I was four-years-old."
He said he chose SJSU so his
mother could watch him play college
basketball. With her moral support,
Waters started in II games his freshman year and 18 games as a sophomore. Waters started every game his
junior season, but missed the first
seven games this year because of
academic ineligibility.
Waters was third in the Big West
in rebounding earlier this year. His
season only lasted 13 games.
Waters said he was the one who

"You should develop a special
relationship with the players. You
should be able to put your team on
the court and let them play," he
said.
Whether Waters fulfills his dream
to become a coach or not, the
younger players already credit him
with providing guidance.
"Dietrich has helped me get
through this whole thing." Farmer
said.
Senior Steve Haney has also
helped negotiate the possible return
of the younger players, according to
the players and Randy Hoffman, director of athletics.
"Steve Haney talked to the
younger players and contacted me,"
Hoffman said. "He was very helpful."

)
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"All of the seniors advised us to
come back," said David Hollaway,
one of the two freshmen who boycotted.
At least three of the five underclassmen players reaped benefits
from the seniors’ concern. Tony
Farmer, Angelo Foccia and David
Hollaway comprise a second subgroup of boycotters those who
will return.
Hollaway had three years of eligibility remaining when he walked off
the team. He wants to save what is
left.
He grew up in Los Angeles and
says he is used to the fast paced lifestyle of a big city, which is one of
the reasons he chose SJSU.
"San Jose is not too big, or too
small," he said.
Lisa Isaacs Daily staff photographer
Hollaway, like the other players.
said the decision to walk out was dif- Angelo Foccia, who has only played competitive basketball for five
ficult.
years, works out with weights to stay in shape for next season.
"I want to stay in San Jose. I like
it here," said Hollaway, "And I like The other boycotters supported his schedule, which includes summer
the school."
decision.
classes, so that he can graduate as
Hollaway, like most of his former
Those boycotters include Damon soon as possible. He anxiously
teammates, grew up around sports.
Greer, who represents half of the awaits his future in computer science
His father has coached track and third subgroup those who have
and wants to return to San Fernabasketball and has been a role model not said they want to come back.
nado, Ca., his hometown.
for his son’s life.
Greer spends little time worrying
This group is the most vulnerable
"I want to he like my father," to possible reprecussions from the about the past and has no hard feelHollaway said.
boycott and benefits most from the ings for those players who have re"He is motivational and stresses players’ silence.
turned, he said. He’s glad that the
fundamentals," he said.
The players who have returned players have done for themselves
Although his usual smile shrinks have already made their peace, a ne- what they deemed best.
momentarily when asked about the gotiating tool the hold-outs won’t
He is doing the same.
boycott. Hollaway said he looks for- have.
"Right now I’m taking care of
ward to next season.
Greer is a freshman majoring in myself." Greer said.
The 18 -year-old student is in the computer science. He carried 16
He continues to practice baskettraining room everyday and practices units until he lost three human pernearly as much.
formance units, which is credit for ball on his own, but has decided to
use
his SJSU practice time to con"I want to improve all around," being on the team.
Hollaway said.
When asked how he handles the centrate on his studies.
Greer said his silence is a form of
The decision to return to the team rigorous combination of school and
was what was best for him, he said. sports, he simply said, "I can handle protection for the returning players
and himself. He also said he has
it."
Greer speaks simply and directly. nothing else to say. He made his
He does not fit the stereotypic image stand and said he’s content with the
of a slow thinking college athlete. outcome.
"I want to play, don’t get me
He was brought up with parents who
pushed him to do his best at what- wrong," he said.
ever he does, he said.
"But. if I was Berry. 1 wouldn’t
He also credited his parents and
God for the only support he needed take me hack. Would you? I challenged the man’s job. That’s a lot."
to get through the boycott ordeal.
These feelings seem to pervade
His parents raised him to apprethe
thoughts of all the boycotters.
ciate his mind as well as his body, he
Although the boycott was hold, the
said.
"I don’t want to embarass my- players said it was not a personal atself," he said. "When I go out I do tack.
’ I have nothing against Berry permy best. In basketball and in shsonally," Waters said.
cool ."
"I like the guy. This wasn’t about
Greer is as self-assured young
man. He has an ingrained sense of making the coach look had. We just
wanted to be treated like young colhimself and his abilities.
He also has a good sense of the fu- lege athletes. That’s what it was
ture. He has planned his school about."
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From left, Tony Farmer, David Hollaway and Dietrich Waters would like to play in the new Rec Center together
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Inside the walkout: A Spartan Daily special report

Frustration motivates SJSU players to mutiny of coach
The boycott was on.
No one will say who contacted the
I- rum page I
attorney. They will only say that the
who, which is indicative of the
A wall of silence
initial counsel took place on Saturclose-mouthed attitude that would
The letter made no specific allega- day, Jan. 21.
signify the walkout.
Although the players have kept
Whoever it was, though, the idea tions against Berry. Nor did the
details of the meeting vague, at some
took hold and the players left with- players.
In fact, throughout the entire or- point the players told Belli about a
out telling Berry . It did not take him
deal, the players adamantly stuck to scheduled interview with a CBS aflong to notice their absence.
one
oath, "don’t say anything."
filiate reporter. Belli suggested that
When the players left the locker
This oath was binding. A wall of the interview be held on his yacht
room that afternoon, they were
silence
linked
each
player
together.
during
a Jan. 22 National Football
headed nowhere in particular. Nobody was quite sure what to do next. They were a team, off the court and League Super Bowl dinner he was
having for friends.
While they discussed their op- on.
The players called newspapers
The players agreed and unknotions. Berry confronted them outside
the locker rooms. He told the players and television stations that evening wingly sealed their fate.
Although the players wanted seto start practice or he would cancel and the boycott received immediate
the Fullerton State game, scheduled media attention. They became the crecy, the attorney did not keep his
story of the "10 who walked out."
association with them a closely
for two days later.
They had the attention, but no guarded secret. He told reporters
The players refused and at that
plan.
later that he wanted the players’ case
point, as some players recall later,
The players met on the night of and would charge them whatever
the situation reached a climax.
to
wait
for
decided
the
walkout
and
they
could afford, or nothing at all.
Within hours, nearly a dozen
If they took Belli’s offer, it has
players banded together and walked the university’s next move. They did
not have to wait long.
not been revealed. The conseto the athletic director’s office.
quences have.
Ready to take an official stand,
The boycott breaks down
Angelo Foccia and David Hollathe players were stopped by HofThe next series of events would way entered negotiations with Hoffman’s secretary. The director, she
mark the beginning of the end of the fman Feb. 2, in hopes of returning to
told them, was not in.
It was one of dozens of frustrating boycotting players’ stand as a uni- the team. Hoffman warned the students that their association with Belli
episodes in a frustratingly short sea- fied group.
The team was replaced in time for might have been a breach of the
son for the original SJSU men’s basagainst
Fulgame
the
next
day’s
NCAA.
ketball team. They had played only
lb games out of 27 and had just suf- lerton State.
Hoffman’s intuition was right.
The replacements, dubbed the
He conducted an investigation and
fered a five -game losing streak.
"24-hour Spartans" by the media. sent a report to the NCAA Feb. 3.
were a mixed group. They included
Foccia and Hollaway were disPlayers confront Hoffman
At about 8:30 a.m.. Jan. 18, Hof- SJSU football players, former bas- qualified from NCAA competition.
fman was confronted by II players, ketball players and "gym rats." The remaiming eight players were
Team manager. George Metcalf, probably in violation as well. Hofone letter and one demand.
fman said.
The letter spoke of mistreated was also recruited.
The new team was the first blow
He was right again.
young men under mental stress. It
to
the
boycotters.
The
second
came
The NCAA eventually decided
spoke of a team feeling threatened
just
as
fast.
by its coach.
that all 10 players violated rules conLocal newspapers carried game cerning "extra benefits" not availIt specifically stated that the team
refused to play for Berry and ended stories that credited the crowd’s con- able to the general student body.
with the line: "If steps are taken, the sistent. loud support as a significant
Specifically, the association cited
attitude of the team would change motivator for the new team. The the alleged legal counsel and free enchange -over support did affect the tertainment the players received
tremendously."
from Belli. The NCAA demanded
The major "step" called for the original players, they later admitted.
The boycotters knew the next restitution in form of payment for
removal of Berry.
"The players did not show up to move should be their own. How- Belli’s services and left the amount
negotiate," Hoffman said. "They ever. mixed feelings and disorga- to Hoffman’s discretion.
offered only an ultimatum. They nization would discourage their ofHoffman estimated that the boywere very vague about what Berry fense.
had done to them. I had an obligaThe boycotters had never singled cotters received approximately $200
out a leader. However, Waters in legal services and $200 for the
tion to Berry."
There was no other choice. Hof- would try, with the help of the other meal allegedly provided by Belli.
fman said, but to refuse the players’ seniors, to organize the team battle.
Angelo Foccia paid his fine Mondemands and let them carry out what This attempt would be the closest day. Hollaway and Farmer said they
they had begun.
semblance to an organized boycott will pay theirs soon. Davis and
Whether or not there was another the team would display.
Greer have not made a decision. The
Legal maneuvering became the remaining five players are
choice. Hoffman had made his.
seniors
But the players also thought that game plan. And they chose one of and gave up their last year of eligibithe biggest guns in the state San
they had no other choice.
lity when they made the choice to
Only one player would change his Francisco attorney Melvin Belli.
boycott.
The players also agreed to keep
mind.
It was a choice that brought 10
Freshman Kevin Logan decided to Belli’s association as secretive as
return in order to save a scholarship their charges against Berry. And this players into the toughest battle any
promised him by Berry. His fellow oath of silence was just as successful of them faced in their college careers.
players held no hard feelings, nor as the first.
did they change their minds.
The Atric an Aware ness Plum Ing
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SJSU replacement players Craig McPherson (43)
and Mike Puzar (40) close around Sew Mexico
State’s Johnny Roberson in a 77-60 loss to the Ag-

Mike Dalterner Daily stair photographer
gies Feb. 2. Although the Spartans have been competitive, they have yet to close in on a win in the
seven games they have played since the boycott.
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COLLEGE
Mini Semester
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Earn extra credits at an extraordinary price.
...$5 per unit
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Financc Accounting
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A comedy about one nice guy who got pushed too far.
IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT.........,. ROLLINS-MORRA-BREZNER
,
’THE ’BURBS" BRUCE DERN CARRIE FISHER RICK DUCOMMUN ,K COREY FELDMAN ’DANA OLSEN
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1’
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OPENS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
ENTER THE UNIVERSAL PICTURES "BURBS" GIVE-AWAY
LOOK FOR THE TOM HANKS / "BURBS" DISPLAY IN YOUR

Spartan Bookstore’

TAKE TOM HANKS (or a reasonable facsimile thereof) HOME WITH YOU
PLUS OTHER SPECIAL GIFTS
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Spartans may need divine intervention tonight
By Rob Lyon
Daily staff writer

1

will face against the Rebels, McPherson said, is beating their full court press.
"It’s going to be tough to bring
the ball up the court," he said. "It’s
going to be like playing seven guys.
Everybody has been trying to pressure us because we’re such a new
team."
After six games, McPherson said
the Spartans are becoming more
comfortable as a team.
"We’re getting to know each
other real well," he said. "We know
what everybody’s going to do (on

"I feel like we’re as ready as we’ll
ever be," Berry said. "The big thing
When the SJSU men’s basketball is going to be handling their press. If
team faces 18th -ranked UNLV to- we do that we’ll be alright."
The Spartans (5-17, 1-12 in the
night at 7:30 p.m., it will be like
Big West) were defeated by the firstDavid meeting Goliath.
place Rebels earlier this year, 101But unlike the biblical reference. 68. But that was before the 10-player
The Spartans will not be able to beat boycott. The Rebels will be facing a
:the Rebels by throwing rocks. In new team this time around.
fact, they will have to produce their
"For a lot of guys this is a dream
:best effort in their short six -game game," SJSU center-forward Craig
:existence if they want to beat the Re- McPherson said. "Everybody’s prebels, who are 16-6 overall and lead tty pumped."
the Big West with a 10-2 record.
The major problem the Spartans

Embattled coach

the court)."
Although the "new" Spartans are
still winless, McPherson believes it
is just a matter of time before they
pull off a victory.
"We should have already had
two," he said. "I think we can pull
out a couple wins before (the end of
the season)."
But can the Spartans beat the Rebels?
"Stranger things have happened," McPherson said. "We’re
going to take it to them, and take it
to the bucket as hard as we can."

SJSU women look to end agony, losing skid at 12
7By Steven Mushl
SJSU Coach Tma Krah believes
Daily staff writer
her team is playing competitively
: Streaks of 12 are becoming fash- despite key personnel losses.
ionable for teams at SJSU.
"I think we’re playing really well
As the men’s baseball team ex - for the situation we’re in," she said.
:tended its unbeaten streak to 12 "We’re playing a lot of players out
games, the women’s basketball team of position and they’re handling it
:retreated in the other direction, drop- very well."
ping it 12th straight to visiting Ha"We lost two kids in a car acciwaii 77-66, Tuesday night.
dent and that bumped two positions
The Spartans (3-19, 0-13) will open," Krah said. "And we lost one
:face Hawaii (7-4, 11-7) again today girl to a stress fracture."
*-_-_at 4:30 p.m. at the Civic Auditorium
Guard Jodi Page and Forward
--before the men’s game against Tamara Tigue were injured three
:7UNLV.
days before Christmas when the car

teams in our conference and the
conference is probably the best on
the West coast," Krah said. "There
are four teams from our conference
in the top 20."
The team is playing better,
according to Krah, and learning
what improvements can be made.
"We have to take advantage of
the fact that we can turn around and
play the same team in two days and
make adjustments," she said.

they were driving spun out of control on a rain slickened highway,
colliding with an oncoming car.
They will miss the entire season as a
result of the injuries incurred from
the accident.
The loss to Hawaii, a team in the
upper echelon of the conference,
was promising and disheartening.
SJSU led early, 24-23, in the first
half and trailed by just two, 34-32 at
the half. Judy Mosley dominated the
second half for the Wahines, scoring
33 points and grabbing 17 rebounds.
"Hawaii is one of the top five
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Bill Berry is still looking for a win with the replacement team.
SJSU faces 18th -ranked Nevada-Las Vegas tonight.
hunch at noon," he said.
The "bunch" is a group of faculty
and staff members ranging from
their early -30s to mid-60s.
"It’s just for recreation," Berry
said. "But it can get pretty competitive at times."
Berry has two children who have
attended SJSU. Rick Berry played
basketball for the Spartans from
1986-88, and was a first round draft
pick by the Sacramento) Kings. Pam,
Berry’s daughter, spent three years
at SJSU, and is currently enrolled at
the University of California at Berkeley.
Berry has been married to his wife
Clarice for more than 25 years.
"She’s been very supportive,"
Berry said. "She’s had to be in this
kind of job where you’re gone an
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DESKTOP

awful lot. She’s also the best friend
I’ve got."
Because of the boycott, and since
his contract expires at the end of this
year, there has been a lot of speculation on Berry’s return next season.
When Berry was asked if he
would be at SJSU next year, he was
slow to respond. But after deep reflection, he finally produced an answer:
"From what my family and I have
put into the school, I would certainly
like to see the program grow and be
a part of it," he said.
For those who know Betty, it
would be pretty ironic if the coach
who participated in the groundbreaking ceremonies for the new Rec
Center on Oct. 1, 1986, never had
the chance to see his team play in it.
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Since Berry began his coaching
career in 1965 at Highlands High
School in Sacramento. he has admired several coaches. Although he
said a person coaches to his own personality, John Wooden, Dick Edwards, and Heathcote have been
positive role models for him.
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as I get older, what they’ve done and
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seems to be greater."
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Fees: Board debates
From page I
funds and they should have greater
access. There has to he a clear distinction (in the amount charged) student and non -student groups.
McCarthy asked the board to
lower the user fee to $500, but encountered resistance.
At sonic point the board is going
to have to face financial realities,"
said Student Union Director Ron
Barrett. "I don’t think the arena is
designed for all events It should be
reserved for very selective student
organization functions.
"There just isn’t enough time (to
schedule) everyone who wants to use
the arena, nor will we get the finan-

cial returns we need."
Gerald Brody, interim dean of
Student Services, also opposed lowering the figure below $750.
"I sympathize in spirit and in reality," he said. "But we also have a
real black -and -white budget that we
have to balance or fees will go up.
We should charge the lowest possible fee we can, but if we don’t make
enough revenue through cvents, then
students will eventually make up the
difference . "
Students currently pay approximately $65 per semester in Rec Center fees.
SUFIOD chairman Rick Thomas,
au SJSU student, said $750 was the

absolute lowest the board could go.
"I think $750 sends a message
that this is the lowest possible fee we
can charge and still cover our
costs," he said after the meeting.
"Even though ¶5(X) may benefit a
few more student groups in the short
run by allowing them to use the
arena, it would hurt all students in
the long run by causing fees to go
up.
In other business, SUBOD:
Agreed to prohibit smoking
throughout the Rec Center except in
designated areas that will not infringe upon non-smokers.
Discussed a proposed surcharge
of $1.50 on each ticket sold through
the center’s box office. The provision elicited so much debate that the
board decided to table it for discussion at another meeting.

In tune

Rec: Letter sent to CSU chancellor
From page I
last fall to pursue answers to the
above questions in the courts.
The questions submitted to the
chancellor must be answered to the
satisfaction of the legislator and the
students, or Vasconcellos will take
further action, Kinnsse said.
Any additional steps Vasconcellos
takes would depend upon the chancellor’s responses, Hawkins said.
"We’re just taking it one step at a
time," he said.
However, several student officers
suggested Vasconcellos, chairman
of the Assembly Ways and Means
Committee, might consider holding
up the chancellor’s budget for next
year.
Other possibilities include rolling
back student union fees to $40 per

The questions
must be answered
to the satisfaction
of the legislator
and the students.
year, or requesting an Auditor General’s investigation of Rec Center
management, according to a memo
McCarthy issued to the A.S. Board
in January.
The assemblyman has not yet
comniitted himself to any of these
actions, Hawkins said.
Vasconcellos was unavailable for

Lomment. But Spratlen said they
would not consider alternative measures until the chancellor had an opportunity to respond to the questions.
Both students and Vasconcellos’
office had expected to submit the
questions earlier this year. Spratlen
said. However. Reynolds asked Vasconcellos to delay taking action until
she had a chance to meet with the
Rec Center review committee.
The questions have since been revised to reflect additional information presented at the committee
meeting, Hawkins said.
Spratlen placed a call to the chancellor’s office to let Reynolds know
that the inquiry is on its way to Long
Beach, Spratlen said. She expects to
mail the letter Thursday.

Ban: County makes its decision
From page I
sault-style weapons at gun shows at
the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds,
said Lofgren, who represents the
SJSU area.
However, the ban will be difficult
to enforce because it only allows authorities to seize the weapons during
a legal search of homes or vehicles,
said sheriff’s department spokesperson Kary Conti.
More than 40 concerned assault
weapons owners called the sheriff’s
department Wednesday asking for
information about the new law,
Colla said.
Rifle owners have 30 days to dispose of their weapons. They can
give them to the sheriff or sell them

to a gun dealer, he added.
The supervisors passed a resolution asking state lawmakers as well
as officials in other cities and counties to pass similar bans.
The idea for this kind of legislation is not new. Lofgren said the
Stockton and downtown shootings
"raised the consciousness of the
public."
An attorney for the county told the
supervisors that because no state or
federal laws now cover assault
weapons, the county probably has
the jurisdiction to enact a ban, Lofgren said.
Lot gren said the vast majority of

residents in her district support the
ban.
"There were a few diehards, but
most people I talked to agreed with
it," she said.
Five schoolchildren were killed
last month when a man opened fire
with an AK -47 assault rifle at an elementary school in Stockton.
The California legislature began
hearings Monday on proposals to
ban such weapons statewide.
Sheriff’s department officials had
no estimates of how many assault rifles there are in the county. Colla
didn’t think the department would he
seriously impacted by the law.

The Beach Comes To

Daily staff photographer
Shelley Scott
mid-term worries as he plays his harmonica in
front of the Student Cnion,

Christopher Sutton, a junior majoring in social
science, takes a little time out front classes and
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